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Enigmatology can be defined as the study or practice of

creating, solving, or studying puzzles, riddles, or other types

of enigmas. It encompasses the exploration of various types

of puzzles, their design principles, solving techniques, and the

psychological aspects behind them. Enigmatologists may

engage in the development of puzzles as a recreational or

competitive activity, or they may focus on the analysis and

investigation of existing puzzles and mystery-solving

techniques.

Enigmatology definition -A puzzle is a game, problem, or toy

that tests a person's ingenuity or knowledge. In a puzzle, the

solver is expected to put pieces together (or take them apart)

in a logical way, in order to arrive at the correct or fun solution

to the puzzle. There are different genres of puzzles, such as

crossword puzzles, word-search puzzles, number puzzles,

relational puzzles, and logic puzzles. The academic study of

puzzles is called enigmatology.

Puzzles are often created to be a form of entertainment but

they can also arise from serious mathematical or logical

problems. In such cases, their solution may be a significant

contribution to mathematical research.



UCSI University is a vibrant community of more than 12,000

students. The diverse array of students from 110 different

countries around the world is a stellar testament to the living

and breathing cultural diversity in our campus. As one of

Asia’s best private universities, the collectives at UCSI hold

themselves to a higher standard in national tertiary education.

UCSI University’s De Institute of Creative Arts and Design

(ICAD)
is an exceptional place to learn and peruse the fruits of knowledge in

art, art history and art education. Catering to the needs of the

rampant flourishing creative industry, ICAD offers unique art,

fashion, multimedia and web design programmes, taking protégés

under their wing to equip them with the required competencies

needed in today’s marketplace. Under the tutelage of seasoned

experts and prolific designers, students are encouraged to reach new

heights in creative growth and expression.





Medusa



Jocelyn  christabelle

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : Jocelynchrst@gmail.com

Contact no. : 081776534658

Instagram : @bycelyne

Design concepts

"This collection is inspired by a creature

called Medusa, also known as a jellyfish. I

chose jellyfish because I find them highly

intriguing and unusual creatures to study.

The umbrella-bell body shape of the jellyfish

inspired my collection, resulting in a

structural puffy skirt with frills in

between. This fascinating creature, which I

believe people should be more aware of, is

something I aim to highlight and promote."



Bluescinated



Terence Tai 

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : terencetai0322@gmail.com

Contact no. : 0126299728

Instagram : @Terence_tai_22

Design concepts
"The design concept of my collection revolves

around a fascination with the color blue.

I've incorporated various shades of blue

through gradient fabrics to create an

intriguing visual effect. Since the theme is

centered around the ocean, I've incorporated

oceanic elements, such as waves, which are

evident in the ruffles and sea-inspired print

elements. Additionally, I've used flowing

fabrics to enhance the overall feeling of

being immersed in the ocean waters."



Halloween



Sam Ooi

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : ooijunelin@gmail.com

Contact no. : +601110789088

Instagram : @sam030519

Design concepts
I chose skeletons and spider webs as the

concepts for my design because I adore the

symmetrical structures of both motifs. To

capture the essence of the spider web motif, I

utilized chains, chiffon, and soft netting in

my garments. For the skeleton motif, I

employed black velvet fabric. The

combination of these two design concepts

results in a unique gothic glam look for my

garments that perfectly aligns with the

Halloween theme.



The Sense of Security



Ng jia Zhen

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : zhenjolene@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60128561310

Instagram : @jolenezhen0704

Design concepts

A sense of security is characterized by

feelings of confidence, safety, and freedom,

which stand in contrast to fear and anxiety.

It's closely tied to the satisfaction of one's

needs. This collection aims to evoke a tactile

sensation of security during uncertain

times. When we hold, are covered by, or are

surrounded by soft materials, we tend to

feel safe because they are comforting and

provide a sense of safety."



Feather of Purity



Noreen sabrina

Designer profile

Email : sabrinarishan@gmail.com

Contact no. : +6011 2274 8888

Instagram : @sbrnaerish

Design concepts

This collection evokes a sense of

romanticism, longing, and eternity. The swan,

a symbol of love and fidelity due to its

enduring monogamous relationships, is also

admired for its graceful swimming, making it

a symbol of beauty. Through this collection,

I aim to convey a feeling of romance and

purity.



Decadent artistocracy



Low Qiao Lin

Designer profile

Email : yumumu717@gmail.com

Contact no. : 0185707221

Design concepts
Nobility, when influenced by wealth and

power, can sometimes be entrapped by the

allure of materialism, leaving only a hollow

soul beneath the external facade, much like a

noble leather sack



Traditional Brown Marriage



Sabrina Jahan

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : sabrinanirjhor111@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60134923150

Instagram : @venori1

Design concepts

The stigma of evaluating women solely on

their marriage potential has deterred many

from pursuing their dreams. This societal

bias has resulted in the loss of numerous

remarkable professional women and

potential leaders. This collection aims to

inspire brown women to wholeheartedly

dedicate themselves to their passions and

believe in their ability to make an impact be it

small or big.



Eagle’s feather



Rolar Chong

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : rolarzhang224@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60102268663

Instagram : @rrolarrzz

Design concepts

My design concept incorporates elements of

bodycon, cutouts, and waist retraction.

Bodycon, short for 'body-conscious' or

'body-confidence,' is a popular dress style

known for its figure-hugging fabric and

seductive design, intended to accentuate a

woman's curves. Cutouts are strategically

placed, including along the sides, shoulders,

around the waist and hips, as well as near

the bust and back areas.







TANABATA



carissa kirana abe

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : cadraft7@gmail.com

Contact no. : 0109173089

Instagram : @carissakiranaa

Design concepts

This collection aims to serve as a reminder

for our audience to respect and preserve the

traditional cultures of our respective

countries. It is our duty to protect and

cherish the rich cultural heritage that

defines us. By addressing this topic, I hope to

enlighten the audience about the beauty of

the 'Tanabata' celebration in Japan and

inspire them to safeguard and celebrate

their own cultural traditions.



The Greatest Fool ( Sad Clown Pierrot )



Veronica chai

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : veronicachai13@gmail.com

Contact no. : 011-16371866

Instagram : @veronicachai_

Design concepts

"My spirit, my clothes worn out, no matter

what I did, they laughed their hearts out. I

cried a river of tears, only to have it

drowned by their cheers. They never saw

beneath the skin. Inspired by the tragic

persona of the sad clown Pierrot, I

channeled my life experiences as the 'clown'

to craft 'The Greatest Fool' collection."



DEFENSE MECHANISM



Jane Law

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : janelaw210@gmail.com

Contact no. : 011-37526141

Instagram : @real__jane0210

Design concepts

My subject matter, the defense mechanism,

has been interpreted through two main

elements: the complex or negative emotions

and the coping strategies. Among these

strategies, I am focusing on the denial

strategy. The inner pieces symbolize inner

feelings, while the outer case represents the

coping strategy, mirroring how our

emotions are embraced by the defense

mechanism.



The Balancer



Amanda Chai

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email :yunxichai.work@gmail.com

Contact no. : 017-6794705

Instagram : @yuncchai

Design concepts

Embracing the 'Balancer' theme, this

collection mirrors the quest for life’s

purpose. Inspired by Yin and Yang

philosophy, it reflects life’s energy and

non-linearity. This collection is where

individuals' senses of visual equilibrium

reign supreme. Emphasizing the power of

balance in embracing the present moment.



Never Surrender



Yuki Lee

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : yuki0623lee@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60122430439

Instagram :_@yqyuki_official

Design concepts

This collection draws inspiration from the

revival of chess. After being banned during

the Middle Ages, chess regained popularity

during the Renaissance period as a form of

art. The core message I aim to convey is the

importance of resilience and never giving up.

We learn from the past and grow stronger

with each round.



Wealth Inequality



Jackson ow

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : jiaxiangow47@gmail.com

Contact no. : 018-9174367

Instagram : @jcksn_o

Design concepts

Wealth inequality is a significant global

issue in our society. Dystopian futures often

serve as reflections of current anxieties,

visualizing even bleaker scenarios. Living in

Kuala Lumpur has led me to envision various

dystopian scenarios, which, in turn, inspired

me to create this collection, offering my

unique interpretation of a universe.



THE REBEL PARTY



JOANNE TAN

Designer profile

Email : joannetanlianxin@gmail.com

Contact no. : 012-6492632

Instagram :_@JOANNETANLIANXIN

Design concepts

My theme revolves around the darker role in ballet—

the Black Swan. Black Swan represents an

unpredictable event that defies normal expectations

and carries potentially serious consequences..

Therefore, I am drawn to the evil, seductive, imprecise,

effortless, hands-off, wicked, and biting elements of

the Black Swan. I admire the rebellious spirit it

embodies, and I aim to infuse this rare essence into my

designs."



Duplicity 1



Zhang yuke

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : zhangyuke92@gmail.com

Contact no. :0149951513

Instagram : @yuke_7_7

Design concepts
Incorporating the damage done to Marina

Abramovic into my design to convey the

concept of tearing and destruction was a

unique approach. The notion of creating

clothing that appears both complete and

transparent adds an intriguing layer to my

concept, suggesting a connection between the

exterior and inner emotions



The Chivalry



Tan kang yu

Designer profile

Email : kangyu902@gmail.com

Contact no. : 011-10770689

Instagram : @lurk.urk

Design concepts
The concept was inspired by the armored knights of

the Middle Ages. During that era, knights were not

just warriors; they also symbolized honor and

knighthood. In today's world, these elements are

gradually being forgotten, as younger generations

tend to prioritize fast fashion. To bridge this gap, I

combined TPU fabric and reflective leather fabric to

create comfortable garments that pay homage to the

knights' legacy.



The Hidden Darkness



Tan kay kay

Designer profile

Contact no. : 0168819628

Instagram : @_tankaykay_

Design concepts

The corruption of politicians is often hidden from the

public eye. In this collection, we capture the

composed and well-groomed demeanor of politicians

through the use of second-hand suits and slacks. We

employ various weights and textures to create the

dynamic elements within the collection.



Blue Morpho Butterflies



Tan yan xuan

Designer profile

Email : me.celest311@gmail.com

Contact no. : +6011-3586 0814

Instagram : @cccelestyx_

Design concepts

As its common name implies, the blue morpho

butterfly's wings are bright blue, edged with black.

The blue morpho is among the largest butterflies

globally, with wings spanning from five to eight

inches. I chose this theme because butterflies

symbolize freedom to me. They fly with their

wonderful wings carefree, and the color blue also

represents freedom. So, I selected the majestic blue

morpho as the theme for my final graduation design.



NEOTERIC



Adil Iftikhar 

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : adil@atomiclab.world

Contact no. : +60 18 320 5816

Instagram : @itsadiliftikhar

Design concepts

The design concept for this collection is

rooted in the word 'NEOTERIC,' signifying

innovation, modernity, and progress within

the design language of the Creative Director

and Atomic Lab.

vision of this collection was to push the

boundaries of fashion and create designs

that are not only high fashion but also

highly functional. We firmly believe that

clothing should transcend mere garments;

they should serve as an extension of oneself.



LACRIMOSA



Andrew Charles

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : info.andrewcharles@gmail.com

Contact no. : +601135861031

Instagram : @andrwchrls

Design concepts

This design concept draws inspiration from

St. Stephen's Cathedral, focusing on timeless

elegance through an all-black attire. The

dresses accentuate curves, employing sheer

fabrics and embellishments to strike a

balance between tradition and sensuality.

The end result is an ensemble that captures

the essence of the cathedral with enduring

allure.



AESIRA



Cynthia aurellia

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : cynthiaayap@gmail.com

Contact no. : 01135793835

Instagram : @cynthiaaurellia

Design concepts

The underwater world is always filled with

color, life, and beauty. The elegant coral, with

its green-teal and purple marbled base and

vibrant pink tips, has profoundly inspired this

collection. The main concept of my collection is

to seamlessly blend streetwear and evening

wear, capturing the essence of elegance with a

touch of strength. Drawing from the colors of

coral, I have carefully chosen green, purple, and

pink to harmoniously complement each other

throughout my collection.



SAVIOUR IN THE CHAOS



Eazen Lee

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : eazen@prob.world

Contact no. : +60 16-368 6635

Instagram : @ea23n

Design concepts
My Spring/Summer 2024 collection draws

inspiration from World War I veterans who

transitioned from battle to medical roles.

Merging military precision with gorpcore

functionality, this collection is

characterized by utilitarian jackets, cargo

pants, and materials such as black ripstop

and cotton denim. It embodies resilience in

chaos, offering tools for modern living, and

celebrates fashion's power to empower and

endure.



Afrofuturistic



Fathia Abdourahman

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : fathiaofficielle@gmail.com

Contact no. :+60182172840

Instagram : @f.a.h_faty

Design concepts

Welcome to my brand, F.A.H., where I specialize

in streetwear as a concept. My brand

explores the theme of afrofuturism, a

movement in literature, music, art, and more,

characterized by futuristic or science

fiction themes that incorporate elements of

black history and culture. I chose this theme

because it embodies reclamation, black

liberation, and a reinterpretation of the past

and future through a black cultural lens."



Meta-genesis



Figo Lim

Designer profile

Email : figo_lim@live.com.my

Contact no. : 0127990919

Instagram : @figolvis

Design concepts
Meta-genesis is a unisex clothing brand that

skillfully fuses the imaginative elements of

the sci-fi genre with the reality of today's

millennials, who are digital natives and

enthusiasts of pop culture. The brand's

concept is to design clothing that people

would wear in an increasingly apocalyptic

environment, employing unorthodox

techniques to create never-before-seen

materials and craft a strikingly distinctive

appearance.



Demons



Audrey Kusnadi

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : audrey.kusnadi@gmail.com

Contact no. : 01135104606

Instagram : @audreykusnadi_

Design concepts

Demons are malevolent, supernatural beings,

often regarded as minions of the devil and

occupying a lower position in the hierarchy

of evil. Drawing inspiration from demons,

this feminine art-to-wear collection

embraces the concept of sexiness and

confidence, revealing skin through a

combination of tight and voluminous

silhouettes. The use of PU leather will also

be a prominent feature in this collection



Zakura



grace

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : grace.felyn@gmail.com

Contact no. : 01135061506

Instagram : @grac3.li

Design concepts

My design concept is inspired by Cherry

Blossom, also known as Sakura. Through

this concept, I incorporate the shape and

color of the Cherry Blossom to accentuate

my designs. Additionally, I aim to convey the

themes of transience, exquisite beauty, and

volatility often associated with the

mortality and gracefulness of Sakura.



ROSA



Lau wen thing

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : eulwt927@gmail.com

Contact no. :011-55040927

Instagram : @_eunicelau_

Design concepts
This is a bridal wear collection for

Spring/Summer 2023. The collection

symbolizes a woman's growth through the

various stages of a rose's formation. It

exudes a romantic feeling, capturing the

essence of growth as a meaningful process.

This journey is filled with challenges and

failures, which ultimately help us learn

valuable lessons and become better versions

of ourselves. It's a reminder to cherish every

wonderful moment along the way.



PUSAKA



Laura aurelia

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : info.lauraurelia@gmail.com

Contact no. : 60142203872

Instagram : @lauraureliaa_

Design concepts

Pusaka is inspired by Wayang Kulit, a

traditional puppet shadow show that is

popular in Indonesia, particularly in Java

and Bali. 'Wayang' is a Javanese term that

translates to 'shadow,' while 'kulit' refers to

the material used to create the figurines. The

collection utilizes corsetry, draping,

crinoline cages, pleated fabrics, and cutout

leather to authentically capture the

distinctive features of Wayang Kulit



Jardin des Tuileries



Leneta chen

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : bylenetachen@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60142203899

Instagram : @lenetachen

Design concepts

The title of this collection is 'La Fantasie,'

which translates to 'Fantasy' in French. The

tagline for this collection is 'Lost in A

Dreamland.' 'La Fantasie' draws inspiration

from the Jardin des Tuileries, where a

charming carousel sparkles in the children's

area. The style of this collection is

influenced by Sweet Lolita, with colors that

beautifully interpret the sweet essence of

the carousel itself.



Frosted forest 



Michelle gabriela

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : Michellegaby.mg@gmail.com

Contact no. : +60 105331760

Instagram : @by.gchelle_

Design concepts

This collection draws inspiration from the

enchanting beauty of the frosted forest,

where frosted branches, snow piles, and

falling snowflakes create a magical

landscape. Within this collection, the

designs embrace a timeless and graceful

silhouette, typically characterized by a snug

bodice paired with extended sleeves, a

delicately cinched waist, and the option of

either A-line or overskirts.



Inside out



Sakina kurban

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : sakinakurban181920@gmail.com

Contact no. :+601116242365

Instagram : @sakinakurban

Design concepts
Welcome to our fashion brand, where we

believe that fashion is about more than just

looking good. Our collection features a

range of timeless classics, trendy pieces, and

exclusive designs that are not only stylish

but also comfortable and functional.

Whether you’re seeking the perfect outfit for

a night out with your friends or enjoying a

bright sunny day with your loved ones, our

transformational attires are just a clip or

flip away.



WESTERN COWBOYS



Sharon tan

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : sharontanxuejing@gmail.com

Contact no. : +601111629899

Instagram : @Cowcow_into_peace

Design concepts
By drawing inspiration from Western

cowboys, I aim to convey a sense of freedom

and sex appeal in my designs, creating an

overall bolder and more eye-catching

aesthetic. I believe that this style represents

a bold and captivating fusion with the

timeless popularity of Western cowboys. It

may be bold and daring, but it doesn't

sacrifice the allure of staying on trend;

instead, it represents a fresh and innovative

approach to fashion design.



LIKE KAWASAKI



Su yunpu

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : suyunpu@gmail.com

Contact no. : 011 5136 1186

Instagram : @SUUUYPUU

Design concepts

The inspiration for this collection comes

from Kawasaki. It's like the wind, embodying

qualities of galloping, sensuality, and

freedom, which are incorporated into the

designs. It serves as a metaphor: letting go

of others' opinions, old grudges, and one's

former self. Those who seek liberty are

beyond reach.



BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN



Sylvia lim

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : sylvialim8150@gmail.com

Contact no. : 0127628755

Instagram : @xxlvia_

Design concepts
Blue and white porcelain is a beautiful and

durable form of ceramic pottery

characterized by blue designs on a white

background. Originating in China during the

Tang Dynasty, it gained popularity during the

Ming Dynasty. Our brand combines

traditional Chinese culture and

craftsmanship with modern design

aesthetics, striving to revive and redefine

classic Chinese fashion through

contemporary elements



Ferocious



Valencia huang

Scan digital 

portfolio

Designer profile

Email : valencia.huang09@gmail.com

Contact no. :+60108183969

Instagram : @valhuang__

Design concepts
The 'Ferocious' Collection is inspired by the

Bat Orchid, which infuses us with a burst of

strength, confidence, and the power to

propel ourselves forward. This unique plant

boasts black flowers with a subtle purple

gradient. The intricate details of the Bat

Orchid's whiskers in black serve as a central

design element in this collection. This art-to-

wear collection primarily focuses on the

effects of fabrics, with Hard Net being one of

the crucial materials used.
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